North American SVoD service Topic has acquired all four seasons of Nordic crime drama The Bridge from German distributor ZDF Enterprises (ZDFE).

The deal, ZDFE’s first with First Look Media-owned Topic, was brokered by Yi Qiao, director of ZDFE.drama, and Jennifer Liang VP of acquisitions at Topic.

The series has also recently been sold to KAN in Israel and relicensed with Australian pubcaster SBS.

The Bridge sees police forces from two countries come together to solve a murder case when a body is discovered on the border of the two nations. It has spawned local versions between the UK/France, USA/Mexico, Estonia/Russia, Malaysia/Singapore and Germany/Austria.

Starring Sofia Helin, The Bridge was created and written by Hans Rosenfeldt. The drama is produced by Filmlance (Sweden) and Nimbus Film (Denmark) in coproduction with pubcasters ZDF, DR and SVT.